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Abstract 
Dowek, G., The undecidability of pattern matching in calculi where primitive recursive functions are 
representable, Theoretical Computer Science 107 (1993) 349-356. 
We prove that the pattern matching problem is undecidable in polymorphic l-calculi [as Girard’s 
system F in Girard (1972, 1989)] and calculi supporting inductive types [as Giidel’s system T in 
Godel(1958) and Girard (1989)] by reducing Hilbert’s tenth problem to it. More generally, pattern 
matching is undecidable in all the calculi in which primitive recursive functions can be fairly 
represented in a precised sense. 
0. Introduction 
The higher-order matching problem in a typed A-calculus is the problem of deter- 
mining whether a term is an instance of another i.e. to solve the equation a = b, where 
a and b are terms and b is ground. The decidability of pattern matching in simply 
typed &calculus is still an open problem. 
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Extensions of simply I-calculus are obtained by adding dependent ypes, polymor- 
phism, type constructors and inductive types. In [4] we have proved that pattern 
matching is undecidable in J-calculi with dependent ypes or type constructors. We 
prove in this note that pattern matching is also undecidable in polymorphic A-calculi 
(as Girard’s System F [S, 9)) and in L-calculi supporting inductive types (as Giidel’s 
System T [lo, 91). More generally, a L-calculus cannot at the same time be sufficiently 
expressive to represent primitive recursive functions and let pattern matching be 
decidable. 
1. Girard’s system F 
We use the definition of system F and the notations of [l] except hat we write Prop 
instead of * and t[xct’] for the term obtained by substituting the term t’ for the 
variable x in the term t. 
Definition 1.1 (Syntax). 
T ::= Prop 1 x 1 (TT) 1 1x:T.T ( l7x:T.T. 
The notation T-T’ is an abbreviation for IZx: T. T’ when x has no occurrence 
in T’. 
Definition 1.2 (Context). A context is a list of pairs (x, T) (written x: T), where x is 
a variable and T a term. 
Definition 1.3 (Typing rules). We define inductively two judgements: r is well-formed 
and t has type T in T(T I- t: T), where r is a context and t and T are terms. 
[ ] well-formed 
r F T:Prop 
r [x: T ] well-formed 
r well-formed 
r [x: Prop] well-formed 
r well-formed x: TEr 
rt-x:T 
n- T:P~OP r[x:T] I- T’:Prop 
rtnx:T.T’:Prop 
r [x: Prop] I- T: Prop 
r I- Llx: Prop. T: Prop 
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r I- T:Prop P [x: T] F T’:Prop T[x:T]l-t:T’ 
PI-Ax:T.t:llx:T.T’ 
T [x:Prop] F T:Prop T[x:Prop] F t:T 
T I- Ax:Prop.t:IZx:Prop. T 
rFt:(x:T)T’ r I- t’:T 
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r I- (t t’): T’ [x+-t’] 
Definition 1.4 (B-reduction and b-equivalence). The p-reduction (in one step) (D) is the 
smallest relation compatible with term structure that verifies 
(Ix:T.tu)D t[x+u]. 
The /?-reduction relation (D*) is the reflexive-transitive closure of the relation 
D and the fi-equivalence (z) is the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of the 
relation D. 
Definition 1.5 (Normal term). A term t is said to be normal if there exists no term u such 
that t D u. 
Remark. The proof given in this note also works if we consider q-reduction too. 
Theorem 1.6. The reduction on well-typed terms is strongly normalizable and conJEuent, 
i.e. all the reduction sequences issued from a well-typed term t arefinite and if u and u’ are 
normal terms such that t D* u and t D* u’ then u= u’. 
Proof. See [8, 91 for the /?-reduction and [6, 7, 131 for the generalization to 
reduction. 0 
Pfl- 
Proposition 1.7. Let t be a normal well-typed term, t is either an abstraction, a product 
or an atomic term i.e. a term of the form (w cl . . . cp), where w is a variable or the symbol 
Prop. 
Proof. If the term t is neither an abstraction nor a product then it can be written in 
a unique way t=(wct . . . c,), where w is not an application. The term w is not 
a product (if p #O because a product is of type Prop and, therefore, cannot be applied 
and if p=O because t is not a product). It is not an abstraction (if p#O because t is in 
normal form and if p = 0 because u is not an abstraction). It is, therefore, a variable or 
the symbol Prop. •i 
Definition 1.8. We let Nat =lTP:Prop.P+(P+P)+P and for every natural number n, 
n be the Church natural representing n: 
ri=1P:Prop.lx:P.Af:P+P.(f . . . (fx) . ..) (n times). 
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Proposition 1.9. For every primitive recursivefunction f of arity n, there exists in system 
F a term t of type Nat+ ... *Nat-Nat such that ifal, . . . , a, are natural numbers, 
then: 
(ta, . . . a,)=(faI . . . a,). 
Moreover, the term t can be efhectively constructed from the definition off The term t is 
said to represent the function 1: 
Proof. See [8, 91. q 
2. The undecidability of primitive recursive quations 
Let us recall some well-known facts about primitive recursive functions. 
Proposition 2.1. The following functions are primitive recursive: 
a addition and multiplication, 
l the function Equal such that (Equalx y)=O zf x = y and (Equalx y)= 1 otherwise, 
l the function CI such that (ax n) is the exponent of the nth prime number in the prime 
decomposition of x. 
Proposition 2.2. For every finite sequence of natural numbers aI, . . . a,, there exists 
a natural number x such that for every i, 1 < i < n, ai = (CI x i). 
Proof. We take x = nf= 1pF, where pn is the nth prime number. 0 
Proposition 2.3. There is no effective method that decides if given the definition of 
a primitive recursive function f; the equation (f x1 . . . xJ=O has a solution. 
Proof. We reduce Hilbert’s tenth problem [3] to this one. Let (Pxl . . . x,) and 
(QXI ... x,) two polynomials. Let us define the function f as 
(fx 1 . . . x,)=(Equal(Px, . . . x,)(QxI . . . x,)) 
The equation (f x1 . . . x,)=0 has a solution if and only if (Pxi . . . x,)=(Qxl . . . x,) 
also has one. 0 
Remark. In Proposition 2.3 we can restrict ourselves to equations with only one 
variable by taking 
(fx)=(Equal(P(crx 1) . . . (axn))(Q(ax 1) . . . (axn))). 
3. The undecidability of pattern matching in Girard’s system F 
Definition 3.1. A matching problem on one natural variable is a pair of terms (a, b) 
such that a is well-typed in the context [x:Nat] and b is well-typed in the empty 
context. A solution of such a problem is a pair (y, u) such that y is a well-formed 
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context and u a term well-typed of type Nat in the context y such that a [xtu] and 
b have the same normal form (these two terms are well-typed in the context y). 
Remark. Although a may have only x as free variable and b does not have any, there 
is no restriction on the free variables of the term u since y is an arbitrary well-formed 
context. 
Proposition 3.2. Let P be a context and t a normal term well-typed in P of type Nat such 
that the normal form of (t Nat 6 1y:Nat.y) is 0 then the term t is a Church natural. 
Proof. Let us consider the context P’=T[P:Prop; x:P; f:P+P]. Let the term u be 
the normal form of (t Pxf). The term u has type P in r’. We have 
so, 
(tNat7iAy:Nat.y)&; 
u[P+Nat,x+& ft;ly:Nat.y]& 
We prove, by induction over the structure of u, that every normal term u of type P in 
the context r’ such that the normal form of u[P+ Nut, x+6, f+Ay: Nat. y] is 6 has the 
form u=(f... (fx) . . . ). 
The term u has type P; so, it is neither an abstraction nor a product. It is, thus, an 
atomic term (w c1 . . . _cp). If w is different from P, fand x then the normal form of the 
term u[PcNat,xcO,f+Ay:Nat.y] is also atomic with head w and, thus, is different 
from 6. So, the variable w is among P, f and x. It is not the variable P because we 
would have p=O and the normal form of u[P+Nat, x+6, f+A.y:Nut.y] would be the 
term Nat which is not 6; so, it is either x or J: 
If w = x then p = 0; so, u = x has the required form. If w =f then p = 1, u =( f u’). The 
term u[PcNat,xc& f+ily:Nat.y] reduces to u’[PcNat,xc& f+,Iy:Nat.y]; so, 
the normal form of this term is 6. Thus, by induction hypothesis, we have 
u’=(f . . . (fx) . ..) and u=(f(f . . . (fx) . ..)) has the required form. 
At last since the normal form of the term (t P x f) is (f . . . (f x) . . . ) and this term has 
not the form (u f), with u normal we have 
t=AP:Prop.;lx:P.Af:P+P.(f . . . (fx) . ..). Cl 
Theorem 3.3. There is no effective method that decides if a matching problem on one 
natural variable in system F has a solution. 
Proof. Let f be an unary primitive recursive f; we build a matching problem on one 
natural variable (a, 6) that has a solution if and only if f takes the value 0. Let t be 
a term representing the function f and Pair be the term: 
Pair=ix:Nat.ily:Nat.ilg:Nat+Nat-*Nat.(gxy). 
Let 
a=(Pair(xNat6Ay:Nat.y)(tx)), 
b=(Pair66). 
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Let n be a natural number such that (fn) =O, the pair ([ 1, ri) is a solution of the 
matching problem (a, b). Conversely, let (y, u) be a solution of the matching 
problem (a, b), the normal form of the term (u Nat 6 Ay: Nat.y) is 6 and the normal 
form of (t u) is 6. Thus, the normal form of u is a Church natural fi and (fn)=O. 0 
Remark. In [S] we have developed a more general notion of matching problem and 
made a distinction between universal variables that cannot be instantiated by a substi- 
tution and existential variables that can be instantiated by a substitution. We have 
also defined a notion of order of a type T in a context I’: 
l if Tis atomic, T=(wcl . . . c,) then if w is an universal variable then o(T) = 1, if w is 
an existential variable then o( T ) = co and if w = Prop then o(T) = 2, 
l ifT=~y:U.Vtheno(T)=max{l+u,v},whereuistheorderofUin~andvisthe 
order of Vin r [y: U] letting y be an existential variable (with the usual conventions 
n+ CC = co and max{n, cc> = co). 
We have proved in [S] that second-order matching was decidable in all the systems 
of the cube of type systems [l] including system F. Since the order of Nut is infinite, 
the problems considered in this note are of infinite order. So, the problem of 
decidability of pattern matching in system F with only finite-order variables is left 
open. Since restricting the order of variables to finite order prohibits the use of 
polymorphism, this problem seems related to the problem of pattern matching in 
simply typed I-calculus. 
4. The undecidability of pattern matching in Gi5del’s ystem T 
Definition 4.1. Godel’s System T [lo, 91 is an extension of simply typed A-calculus in 
which 
l there are a primitive type Nat and primitive symbols 0:Nat and S:Nat+Nat, 
l for each type T, there is a primitive symbol RT (called the recursor of type T) of type 
T+(Nat-+T+T)-+Nat-+T, 
l reduction is extended by the rules: 
(RTabO)D a, 
(R,ab(Sx))D (bx(R,abx)). 
Theorem 4.2. The reduction on well-typed terms is strongly normalizable and conjuent. 
Proof. See [lo, 91. 0 
Remark. Usually, q-reduction is not considered in system T. The proof given here 
also works if we consider q-reduction too, provided that the reduction relation is 
strongly normalizable and confluent. 
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Proposition 4.3. Let ii be the term (S . . . (S 0) . . . ) (n times). For every primitive recursive 
function f of arity n, there exists in system T a term t of type Nat+ ... + Nat+Nat 
representing the function f; moreover, the term t can be eflectively constructed from the 
definition off: 
Proof. See [lo, 91. 0 
Proposition 4.4. In Giidel’s system T, let t be a normal term of type Nat such that the 
normalform of (RNarOAy:Nat,lz:Nat.zt) is 0 then t has the form (S . . . (SO) . . . ). 
Proof. By induction over the structure of t. The term t has type Nat; so, it is not an 
abstraction, since it is normal it is an atomic term (w cl . . . cp). If w is different from 
0 and S then the term (RNot 0 ly: Nat. AZ: Nat.z t) is normal and is different from 0. So, 
the variable w is either 0 or S. 
If w = 0 then p = 0; so, t = 0 has the required form. If w = S then p = 1,t = (S t’). The 
term (Rive, 0 ly: Nat.Az:Nat.z t) reduces to (RNar 0 ly: Nat.1z:Nat.z t’); so, the normal 
form of this term is 0. Thus, by induction hypothesis, t’ =(S . . . (S 0) . . . ) and 
t=(S(S . . . (SO) . . . )) has the required form. q 
Theorem 4.5. There is no effective method that decides if a matching problem on one 
natural variable in system T has a solution. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the one for system F, except that we replace the term 
(x Nat6Ay:Nat.y) by the term (R,,,OAy:Nat.Az:Nat.zx). 0 
Remark. In system T the type Nat is primitive; so, even first-order pattern matching is 
undecidable. 
Conclusion 
In this note we have proved the undecidability of pattern matching in system F and 
system T. The proofs given here generalize to all the polymorphic systems of the cube 
of typed I-calculi Cl], to all the systems of this cube extended by inductive types [2] 
and to Martin-Lof’s type theory [12]. More generally, if we say that primitive 
recursive functions can be fairly represented in a typed il-calculus when these func- 
tions can be represented and there exists a term t of type Nat-Nat such that if u is 
a term of type Nat then the term (t u) reduces to 8 if and only if u represents an integer, 
then pattern matching is undecidable in all the systems in which primitive recursive 
functions can be fairly represented. 
In [4] we have proved the undecidability of pattern matching in calculi with 
dependent ypes and type constructors. Pattern matching is, therefore, undecidable in 
seven calculi of the cube of typed I-calculi [l]. The problem of the decidability of 
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pattern matching in simply typed I-calculus is left open. This problem is conjectured 
decidable in [ 111. 
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